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“The scale, color range and texture
of the brick make this building unlike
any other building in the city. Yet it
still relates to its context through
scale and color.”
D. Patterson Campbell, LS3P ASSOCIATES LTD.

New Academic
Building Establishes
Urban Campus
for World-Class
University
When Johnson & Wales
administration decided to
consolidate its Norfolk
and Charleston campuses
and relocate to Charlotte,
they looked to LS3P
Associates of Charlotte
to master-plan the new
campus and design its
first academic building
and culinary lab for its
world-renowned culinary
arts program. The Academic Building was a
critical element in establishing the campus in an
urban setting while also
projecting an image of
permanence and progressiveness. “As the first
building in a new urban
campus, the Academic
Building creates a campus
by defining the edge of
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Take a closer
look at how
the Architect
detailed this
section.

The detail file

Of course, this depiction
is not to be construed
as an exact detailing
recommendation by
the Brick SouthEast.

clad in brick marks
this facility as an academic building within
the urban context.
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the existing open
space and blending a
new masonry palette
with the existing precast concrete buildings
nearby,” explains D.
Patterson Campbell,
associate principal and
senior project designer
for LS3P Associates.

